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** 500m Projection Handheld LED Spotlight ** 
☆ 800 Lumen Super bright   ☆ 500meters long focused projection 

Super bright Rechargeable Focal Zoom LED 

Tactile Flashlight_FPC-T15 

 
 Best choice for Searching, Safari Wilderness, Coast guard, Border Patrol, 

Military, Police Strategic reserves, Fire / Rescue / Emergency, Vessel security, 

Industrial Oil and electrical pipeline inspections, Mine inspections and 

Hunting’s best weapon! 
 

★ DM Real Photo: from FPC-T15 ★ 

★World leader in proprietary technology, multi-layer precision optical lens 

design, perfectly homogenous light beam。 

   

 

Product Features: 

 World leader in proprietary technology, multi-layer precision optical lens 

design, ultra-bright perfectly homogenous light beam 

 Exclusive precision-engineered design, continuous optical zoom: 3.2 

X(times), unmatched 

 Super powerful 800 lumens, longest projection distance of up to 500 meters 

(1640 feet) 

 Long life, endurance power, a single charge in the strongest light can last 
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up to 5.5 hours 

 95% optical efficiency and more than 85% perfectly round projection to 

provide the fullest rounded bright light in long or close – distance.  

 Exclusive “explosion-proof” 44hW lithium polymer battery (Li-polymer),  

can supply up to 5000 hours standby storage time 

 Passed strict IP66 standard waterproof and dustproof tests, safe operation 

in any harsh environment 

 Intelligent software control design.  Aside from burst flash stages: (strong 

- medium – weak flash), it also has a low current warning signal. 

 Patent design (“Enhance”) button, - immediately projects super bright light, 

not limited to environmental conditions when needing immediate change in 

light intensity. The user can instantly combine illumination signal to reach 

the long-distance optical signal communication 

 Anodized harden full-body surface to meet U.S. MIL-STD-810F scratch 

scrape resistance.  

 Tenacious strong strap for wilderness explorers or mountain climbers  

carrying convenience 

 Aluminum box package provides excellent safe and secured transport or 

storage environment. 

 Uses Germany's top high-brightness long-life LED inside.  

 

Technical Specification  

Color Black 

Out put Electricity Power 10W/3.5W/2W Adjustable   15W Enhance 

Flux lumen Low 175 Lm  Middle 350 Lm  High 500 Lm  Enhance 800 Lm  

Run time Low 23.5 h    Middle 10.0 h   High 5.5 h   Enhance 2.5h 

Color temperature 6000-6700 K 

Diameter of lens ∮71mm（Max） 

Diameter of body 48mm 

Length 395mm 

Beam diameter  ∮0.75-∮2.4 M（3.2 x zoom） 

Weight(without battery) 1110g 

Type of battery 3.7V 12AH  

Battery life 6 hours 

Input voltage 110V—240V 

Charging voltage 6.5V 
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Forever Plus Corp. (Taipei, Taiwan) 

*TOP 4 Supplier in Computex.biz 2009 2011, Top 30 in 2013* 

- Strength: Optics + Digital Image - 

- keep business Forever Plus excellent - 

TEL:+886 2 29336873  Fax:+886 2 2933 4526 

Sales@DigiScope.url.tw  www.DigiScope.url.tw 

Forever Plus Corp. (Taipei, Taiwan) with highly innovative team has been dedicated to make 

amazing technical products at affordable price to benefit more users since 2004. 

      

▲ Ultra-long projection distance, 
amazing lighting like full bright 
moon! 

▲ Super powerful beams, 
unmatched brightness! 
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